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What are Sensory Needs?
Sensory Processing Disorder is a condition in which the brain has 
trouble receiving and responding to information that comes in 
through the senses.

Vacuum cleaner, hair dryer, crying babies, siren. Can cause what feels 
like physical pain. 

Clumsiness : not knowing where they are in space, spatial awareness. 
Overwhelmed by furniture or people around them, “can’t see it”

Over responsive or under responsive (extreme body temperatures)



What are Sensory Needs? Continued

Most children with SPD do not have ASD. The reverse is not true.

Identified mostly in children 

Some may outgrow SPD, others must learn coping strategies (as they 
develop and their sensory system matures. However, sometimes the 
disorder is permanent, and the child must learn to develop coping 
strategies.)



Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder
Autism is a developmental condition characterized by difficulties in 
behavior, social interaction, communication and sensory sensitivities. 

● Lack of or delay in spoken language
● Repetitive use of language and/or motor mannerisms 
● Little or no eye contact
● Sensory sensitivities (everyday sounds, textures)
● Lack of interest in peer relationships
● Persistent fixation on parts of objects



CDC increases estimate of autism’s prevalence by 
15 percent, to 1 in 59 children. April 26 2018

Image description: Graph titled Estimated Autism Prevalence 2018 from Autism Speaks. 2004 1in 
166, 2006 1 in 150, 2008 1 in 125, 2010 1 in 110, 2012 1 in 88, 2016 1 in 68 2018 1 in 59





Video Description of Autism: Sensory Overload 
Simulation.
Slide 1- Yellow font black background: What is sensory overload sensory? Sensory overload happens when there is too much information for 
the brain to take in all at once, so it kind of slows down, loses its processing capacity and crashes like a computer.  

Slide 2- Yellow fond black background: I know I am starting to feel it when I notice I am cranky for no apparent reason. Yes, sometimes that 
can result in meltdowns.  They look like temper tantrums.  Sometimes I just shut down, go quiet and ignore everything.

Slide 3-  You need to turn up your volume until you clearly hear the clock ticking, or the stimulation won’t work. 

Slide 4- All set? Fair warning: This gets EXTREMELY LOUD DO NOT turn your volume down.  that would be cheating.

Slide 5: Video taken from the point of view of a person holding a camera walkingint to stone block store wit automatic sliding doors. The start 
to darken at the edges, becomes unclear and shaky. The camera walks through a second set of automatic doors.  Enter a place with lots of 
unclear color and bright lights that distort a clear picture. A person with a shopping color walks by. Camera turns away from it and walk 
toward the check out lines.  Small grey squares patch the screen as the camera moves forward. Camera walks past and M&M candy display. 
View become more blurry.  Camera moves towards a brightly colored clothing department area. Camera view the white flooring.  I moves up 
and view becomes very distorted.Camera with distorted vision  views red color items on an end cap of an asle.  Camera move forward people 
move in front of it and it becomes more blurry.  Camera makes it way through the door outside.  Natural sunshine.  There are two yellow 
poles next to blue and grey shopping carts that come in to focus. Camera walk between to long lines of shopping cart and the visual focus 
begins to clear more.    



Autism Spectrum Disorder and Visual Impairment 
7% of Western Wayne County students identified with 
VI/ASD

Prevalence of ASD in children in the United States, 1.7% 
(CDC, 2018) 

Autism is a brain-based disorder (Children with other 
neurological vulnerabilities can be at increased risk, VI)



Behaviors that are attributable to both autism and vision problems: 

● lack of eye contact
● staring at spinning objects or light
● fleeting peripheral glances 
● side viewing 
● difficulty attending visually 

Strategies vary considerably from children who are just visually 
impaired.

Autism Spectrum Disorder and Visual Impairment 



Barriers
Visual supports

Behaviors

Communication

Spectrum of Capabilities 
Image descriptions: Image 1: A visual 
daily schedule. 2 rows with 4 picture cues 
in each row. Image 2: color code 1-5 
frustration scale. 1 at the bottom in blue 
with a written description and a smiley 
face.  5 is in red at the top to express rage 
and furious with an angry smiley face. 
Image 3: a math worksheet with many 
picture to find which one is greater.  
Image 4.  Butterfly life cycle with pictures 
of the butterfly cycle.  And spots to fill in.



Visual Supports and 
Environmental 

Adaptations

Communication 
Classwork

Labeling the Environment



STACS: Standardized Tactile Augmentative 
Communication Symbols Kit

Visual Supports 
Communication

Image description: a 
tactile 
communication 
board.  5 rows with 
6 tactile 
communication 
cards in the row.



Project-Core: UNC Chapel Hill
http://www.project-core.com/3d-symbols/

Visual Supports 
Communication

Image description: 3D 
tactile symbol. Shaped 
as a 3D ribbed triangle 
with like embossed on it 
in print and with grade 
one Braille.



Visual Supports 
Communication

Image description: Reverse 
contrast core vocabulary 6 
picture communication board.



Visual Supports 
Communication

Image description: 9 core 
vocabulary board on a GoTalk.  A 
tactile letter N above a 3-D half 
circle. 



Visual Supports 
Communication



Video Description
A Student wearing headphones sitting at a table.  In front of him, he has a Go 
Talk with Brailled communication pictures.  His hands move to the board. He 
maneuvers his hands around the board pressing Braille picture to speak.



Visual Supports 
Schedules

Image description: Image 1: Black background with a yellow communication tile with 
2 google eyes and a label that says VI teacher.  An APH 2 column Abacus is next to it.  
Image 2:  A  divided APH 2 part tray. The divided line is in bright orange tape.  A 
yellow eyeglass frames is in the left divide and a small rubber ball on divide to the 
right.  Image 3: GoTalk 4+ with a green communication title on  the top left button.  
The tile has a braille letter b block on it.  On the top right button sits a blue 
communication tile with a keyboard return key in large print.      



Visual Supports
Classwork

Image caption: Image 1: A print worksheet of Which is Greater.  There ate 4 
problem with 2 rows of of different pictures sets.  Students have spots to 
mark which pictures are greater.  Image 2:  Braille worksheet of Which is 
greater in braille and in print. 3 problems on the page.  Each problem has 
diffferent tactile shape 



Visual Supports
Classwork

Image description: Image 1: Print page of a butterfly life cycle with, 
pictures, arrows and blank boxes to add labels.  Image 2: Butterfly 
cycle  with Braille labels, tactile representation arrows and of the 
different butterfly cycles.



Visual Supports
Classwork

Video Description: Braille 
paper with bottom 
written in Braille and 
print.  Two tactile star on 
on top on the other. 
Student hands move 
rapidly over and around 
the page.  



Visual Supports

Environmental

Image description: A classroom with a red, yellow and blue table for about 8 children at each table.  White wall with 
rainbow wave running across the walls. On the walls with the rainbow are 2 different colored bulletin board displaying 
work.  A red bookshelf with 6 doll puppet displayed on top.  A blue shelving storage unit with drawing displayed on the 
side.  A red and blue door next to each other on a side wall.   



Visual Supports

Environmental Tips

1.  Have the teacher desk on the opposite of your students’ desk- Children coming up 
to the teacher to get worked checked is a big distraction.

2. The wall their desk is facing should be kept clear.
3. Try to keep a empty space on the board in the room. The teacher can move in front 

of to teach from, to decrease visual distraction and increase student concertation.



Environmental Adaptations

Consistent Position Supports Memory

Image description: A QWERTY keyboard



Environmental Adaptations

Inconsistent Position Slows the Process
Image description: A computer keyboard where the letter in are not in order



Consistency 
without 

Repetition



Predictable

Individualized



“First ___, then ___”

Choices of sequence of activities

Time structure: “work for ___min. Then ___.”

Expanded Core activities: same order/template of activities, different lessons

Consistency without Repetition



Sequence of Lesson 
1. Review
2. Reinforcement Activity
3. Implement/Generalize
4. Reflection/Closing



Role of the 
Teacher 

Consultant for the 
Visually Impaired



Role of Teacher Consultant for the Visually Impaired

1. Discussions related to visual acuity, visual fields, and viewing presentation 

preference

2. Provide educational  and environmental modifications to enhance visual 

performance. 

3. Share strategies, materials, and adapted curriculum, 

4. Share and explain medical vision information to IEP Team
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